
 
 

 

DEPARTMENT OF ENGLISH 

 

ATTAINMENT 2022-23 
 

PROGRAMME SPECIFIC OUTCOME 

  It enables students take up MA in English, B.Ed., LLB, and MBA. 

 It enriches the knowledge and opens new avenues to get jobs in  the corporate business  

both in India and abroad. 

 It helps the students to clear competitive examinations like IAS, KAS and Bank. 

 With English knowledge one can become   employees in media industry, Journalism, be 

the author, debater RJ & so on. 

 

 

PROGRAMME OUTCOMES 

 English is the official language of 53 countries. 

 Spoken by around 400 million people. 

 The most common second language in the world. 

 Link language, mode of communication and the most flexible language. 

 Language of Science and Technology. 

 English language exposes the students to foreign customs, traditions, manners, and 

lifestyle and so on. 

 English boosts the confidence level of the students. 

 

 

ATTAINMENT OF COURSE OUTCOMES 

 

PROGRAMME: B.A  

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER I :ENGLISH I 

ENG 111  Analyzing poetry to understand  the importance of sound,rthym 

symbols, images etc.,  

 

ENG 112  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  



ENG 113  Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great masters 

under broad themes.  

ENG 114  Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG 115  How to communicate and form grammatically impressive discourses 

to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary and sentence 

structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE :ENGLISH-II 

ENG121  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG122  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG123  
Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great masters 

under broad themes.  

ENG124  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension skills 

through the study of passage and improves their reading, speaking or 

listening skills.  

ENG125  
How to communicate and form grammatically impressive discourses 

to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary and sentence 

structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER III : ENGLISH  III   

ENG231  
To  expose the students to understand the world of drama of the 

Victorian age of the British society in particular and the rest in general  

ENG232  

Understanding that the greed plays an important role to acquire   

power through evil ways, which in turn .creates mental imbalance and 

loss of  total peace in life. 

ENG233  

To help students understand the elements like Jealousy and doubt in 

the mind creates misunderstanding even  the genuine people as cheats 

and  to  take extreme steps to taking law into the hands and fall victim  



ENG234  
Critically appreciate and analyze the drama & to develop the broader 

perspective of Society and the ways of the world. 

 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE : ENGLISH IV 

ENG241 Introducing the learners with the literary texts dealing with Indian 

writing in English, especially R K Narayan’s writing. 

ENG242 
Practical knowledge of how to face interviews, writing letters, 

reports, reviews, poetry, acknowledgements and references  

ENG243  Develop sensitivity towards the ways of improving the spoken  skills 

though  the exposure  of Group Discussions  

ENG244  Develop sensitivity towards the ways of improving the written   skills 

though  the exposure  in writing E- Content , Blog writing Etc,.  

 

 

PROGRAMME: B.Sc. 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER I :ENGLISH I 

ENG 111  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG 112  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG 113  Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great masters 

under broad themes.  

ENG 114  Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG 115  How to communicate and form grammatically impressive discourses 

to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary and sentence 

structures. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE :ENGLISH-II 

ENG121  Analyzing topics based on contemporary pragmatism and how to 

deal with it. 

ENG122  
Explaining the struggle of freedom and struggle to survive with the 

freedom.  

ENG123  
Applying the mind to reciprocate with the modern values and age 

old traditions through short stories  

ENG124  
Differentiating and appreciating the village culture and urban lifestyle 

and to explore people, culture and literature.  

ENG125  

Students develop ability to communicate confidently with the help 

of exercises like writing paragraphs, framing question and 

analyzing paragraph  

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER III : ENGLISH  III   

ENG231  

To  expose the students to understand the world of drama of the 

Victorian age of the British society in particular and the rest in 

general  

ENG232  

Understanding the greed plays an important role to acquire   power 

through evil ways, which in turn .creates mental imbalance and 

loses the total peace in life. 

ENG233  

To help students understand the elements like Jealousy and doubt in 

the mind creates misunderstanding the genuine people as cheats and  

to  take extreme steps to taking law into the hands and fall victim of 

the wrong belief. 

ENG234  
Critically appreciate and analyze the drama 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE : ENGLISH IV 

ENG241 Introducing them Indian writing in English, especially R K 

Narayan’s writing. 



ENG242 
Practical knowledge of how to face interviews, writing letters, 

reports, reviews, poetry, acknowledgements and references  

ENG243  Develop sensitivity with the help of R K Narayan’s novels 

ENG244  Develop the sensitivity towards the broader understanding of the 

social issues with the help of author like, R K Narayan. 

 

COURSE OUTCOMES 

PROGRAMME: B.Com – BACHELOR OF COMMERCE  

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER I: ENGLISH-I  

ENG 111  
Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG 112  
To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG 113  
Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  

ENG 114  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG 115  
How to communicate and form grammatically impressive 

discourses to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary 

and sentence structures. 

  

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER II: ENGLISH-II  

ENG 

121  

Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG 

122  

To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG 

123  

Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  



ENG 

124  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG125   

How to communicate and form grammatically impressive 

discourses to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary 

and sentence structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER III: ENGLISH-III  

ENG 231  
To  expose the students to understand the world of drama of the 

Victorian age of the British society in particular and the rest in 

general  

ENG 232  
Understanding the greed plays an important role to acquire   power 

through evil ways, which in turn .creates mental imbalance and loses 

the total peace in life. 

ENG233  

To help students understand the elements like Jealousy and doubt in 

the mind creates misunderstanding the genuine people as cheats and  

to  take extreme steps to taking law into the hands and fall victim of 

the wrong belief. 

ENG 234  

Critically appreciate and analyze the drama 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

ENG241  
Introducing them Indian writing in English, especially R K 

Narayan’s writing. 

ENG242  Practical knowledge of how to face interviews, writing letters, 

reports, reviews, poetry, acknowledgements and references  

ENG243  Develop sensitivity with the help of R K Narayan’s novels 

ENG244 
Develop the sensitivity towards the broader understanding of the 

social issues with the help of author like, R K Narayan. 

 

 

 

 



PROGRAMME : BBA  

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE : ENGLISH-I 

ENG111  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG112  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG113  
Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  

ENG114  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG115  
How to communicate and form grammatically impressive 

discourses to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary 

and sentence structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE :ENGLISH-II 

ENG121  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG122  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG123  
Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  

ENG124  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG125  
How to communicate and form grammatically impressive 

discourses to generate the sentences through the use of 

vocabulary and sentence structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 



COURSE : ENGLISH-III 

ENG23

1  

To  expose the students to understand the world of drama of the 

Victorian age of the British society in particular and the rest in 

general  

ENG23

2  

Understanding the greed plays an important role to acquire   

power through evil ways, which in turn .creates mental 

imbalance and loses the total peace in life. 

ENG23

3  

To help students understand the elements like Jealousy and doubt 

in the mind creates misunderstanding the genuine people as 

cheats and  to  take extreme steps to taking law into the hands 

and fall victim of the wrong belief. 

ENG23

4  

Critically appreciate and analyze the drama 

 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE: ENGLISH-IV 

ENG241  
Introducing them Indian writing in English, especially R K 

Narayan’s writing. 

ENG242  
Practical knowledge of how to face interviews, writing letters, 

reports, reviews, poetry, acknowledgements and references  

ENG243  Develop sensitivity with the help of R K Narayan’s novels 

ENG244  Develop the sensitivity towards the broader understanding of the 

social issues with the help of author like, R K Narayan. 

 

 

PROGRAMME: BCA 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER I :ENGLISH I 

ENG 111  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG 112  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG 113  Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  



ENG 114  Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG 115  How to communicate and form grammatically impressive discourses 

to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary and sentence 

structures. 

  

 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE :ENGLISH-II 

ENG121  Analyzing poetry to understand socio-cultural issues  through  the  

study of  literature  

ENG122  To sensitize the students to create humane,   social, ethical  and 

cultural values  in society  

ENG123  
Helps student to analyze the significance of re-visiting the past 

literature to understand the societal values   through the great 

masters under broad themes.  

ENG124  

Help Students cultivate the habit of the use of structure, the 

functioning of language: how to develop reading comprehension 

skills through the study of passage and improves their reading, 

speaking or listening skills.  

ENG125  
How to communicate and form grammatically impressive discourses 

to generate the sentences through the use of vocabulary and sentence 

structures. 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

SEMESTER III : ENGLISH  III   

ENG231  

To  expose the students to understand the world of drama of the 

Victorian age of the British society in particular and the rest in 

general  

ENG232  

Understanding the greed plays an important role to acquire   power 

through evil ways, which in turn .creates mental imbalance and loses 

the total peace in life. 

ENG233  
To help students understand the elements like Jealousy and doubt in 

the mind creates misunderstanding the genuine people as cheats and  



to  take extreme steps to taking law into the hands and fall victim of 

the wrong belief. 

ENG234  
Critically appreciate and analyze the drama 

 

COURSE ID  COURSE  OUTCOMES 

COURSE : ENGLISH IV 

ENG241 Introducing them Indian writing in English, especially R K 

Narayan’s writing. 

ENG242 
Practical knowledge of how to face interviews, writing letters, 

reports, reviews, poetry, acknowledgements and references  

ENG243  Develop sensitivity with the help of R K Narayan’s novels 

ENG244  Develop the sensitivity towards the broader understanding of the 

social issues with the help of author like, R K Narayan. 

 

 


	PROGRAMME: B.Com – BACHELOR OF COMMERCE

